Socially Contagious urges
A friend of a friend had a tragedy two degrees away
Feels doomsday
I took it home now my partner is sad so I said
Go ahead spend the stash on a Jag
Take it down pass it around
Close the circle don’t leave a seat
Go ahead own the crowd
Guess what I did yesterday
Don’t dare tell anyone
But I’m going to tell you anyway
And their egos suck you in must compliment
Stroke them you just can’t resist
No matter what your sentiment
And the fanfare feeds their vanity
And they celebrate their profanity
Seven on the edge of the scene
Naysayer no she can’t drive like her friends do
So she smokes again
Mind if I join you
Tell her more her boyfriends a loser too
She’ll play around
She don’t mind if there’s three of you
It’s going around take the blame if it profits you
It’s not her fault epidemic on her avenue
Take it down pass it around
Socially contagious urges tracing back to me
Gotta hide my moods hide my whims no one should see
Blamed for a scandal I feel like an angel
Why live accordingly
Look what it’s done to me
Cared what they thought of me

Lost my autonomy
No creativity booked itinerary Capacity Life
Tell me your story
I’m looking for excuses
Borrow a phrase let me know if it works for you
Drop a name you don’t know where it gets you to
Take it down pass it around
I should have been an activist keep doing thinks that I regret
I don’t feel nothing yet
Another night to forget
Take it down pass it around
Close the circle don’t leave a seat
Go ahead own the crowd
Charmed by a supremacist posing as a socialist
Advising me invest in this
How do I get out of this
Guess what I did yesterday
Don’t dare tell anyone
But I’m going to tell you anyway
And their egos suck you in
Must compliment
Stroke them you just can’t resist
No matter what your sentiment
And the fanfare feeds their vanity
And they celebrate their profanity
Seven on the edge of the scene
Met my friend with the tragedy
Said I’m getting blamed for infidelity
He went home and said an old friend just let me down
Socially contagious urges tracing back to me

